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Topiary, the art of shaping trees and shrubs into geometric designs, was once considered
suitable only for formal gardens. No more! Container Topiary brings the technique thoroughly up
to date with modern urban spaces in mind. Aimed at novice gardeners, it features over 16
projects—everything from simple box balls to fancy designs—as well as advice on cultivating,
pruning, and training topiary in a variety of styles. With advice on displaying the final results and
an illustrated comprehensive directory of plants, this stunning book is inspirational!   

About the AuthorSusan Berry is an experienced gardening writer and editor, specializing in
container and small-space gardening. Her previous books include Container Gardening on
Balconies and Terraces and Plants for Small Spaces. She has also written for BBC Gardener's
World, Homes and Garden and the Sunday Express magazine. She lives in North London.
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Diane Clement, “No room for Topiary in the penthouse? Try this.... Not all of us have the room to
plant in a yard, for we live in an apartment or condo. Take heart. Even if you have one pot, you
can have a great little topiary to enjoy in a small space. You can even get it into an elevator. I
know those in New York just love anything green, so this might be an answer for them. You'll not
be out done by Versailles if you get this little book. Even they took their orange trees inside in the
winter. This book is quite complete and enjoyable. If you need a gift for a friend, try this book on
Container Topiary. You just might start something new for them. Vivid pictures certainly help
one to envision the end results. I recommend this fine gardening guide to anyone that likes
plants, especially topiary.”

Kelley B, “Great book. Excellent book”

Marty Brauer, “Perfect transaction. Everything went perfectly. The book was as described and
arrived early. Thank you!”

D. Burns, “Great book. This is a great book if your are into topiaries. Great pictures nd
instructions on how to.”

Robert Small Jr., “TOPIARY. I read this book and then did a topiary: good guide for some one
likes me who have never done one before:”

RJ, “I like the book. Great ideas for topiaries”

Gaff, “Excellent Condition. Book was as good as new, arrived promptly. I hoped that it would
show more on how to make your own frames as ready made frames are expensive but it was
very informative and ideal for a beginner such as myself.”

kathryn mclaughlin, “brilliant book. Brilliant book, very useful and inspiring for the small gardener”

The book by Susan Berry has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 17 people have provided feedback.
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